
T
he current political circus has paralysed much of BC’s

economy over the past couple of months. It has some

unique features:

1. The Legislature rarely sits

2. Two parties are conducting leadership elections. The

BCLiberals vote on February 26; the NDP votes on April 17. 

3. The elected leader of the BCLiberals immediately

becomes Premier.

4. In order to vote in the party leadership elections,

individuals must be party members, at a nominal cost of $10.

This has led to leadership candidates carrying out sign-up

campaigns for new members, with deadlines of January 17

for the NDP, and February 4 for the BCLiberals. 

5. The BCLiberals estimate that the sign-up has resulted in

a doubling of party membership, to 70,000; the NDP

estimates a doubling of party membership, to 25,000.

6. Both parties accuse the other of mass sign-ups of new

members from ethnic groups; the implications being that the

individuals listed are not really committed to the party; that

they are committed to vote for certain leadership candidates;

that they did not pay their own membership fees; and that

they may have received other incentives to lend their names

to the sign-up.

7. Any mass sign-ups by either party would be

concentrated in a very few Lower Mainland constituencies.

8. The BCLiberals will vote February 12 on whether to

adopt a new constituency weighted voting system that would

give each constituency association an equal vote in choosing a

leader. (This is equivalent to a parliamentary election, and

would eliminate the advantage of mass sign-ups.)  A two-

thirds vote of delegates is necessary to adopt. Delegates

representing a constituency need not live in the constituency.

9. The NDP is sticking to the ‘one member—one vote’

system.

Failed Party Politics
In the middle of all this infighting and confusion, what we do
know for sure is that party politics is not working for BC. 

Some 70,000 BCLiberal party members will elect a new
premier, on behalf of over 2.8 million registered voters. Seven
weeks later, some 25,000 NDP members will elect a new
leader of the opposition on behalf of the electorate.
Registered voters who have not joined a party, may not vote
in either election.

Once we have our leaders, uncertainty will continue: not
only are the Liberls and NDP parties polarized, the electorate
does not know even know if a fixed date 2013 election will be
adhered to. Then there’s the HST.

No wonder BC is at a standstill. Our elected
representatives have failed us. 0
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